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1 Introduction
This document is intended to give End Users an overview of the LUX User Interface (UI).
Included are instructions for Rule, Project, and Area of Interest (AOI) Management, as well as
Alert analysis. System Administration functions are covered in other documents, see
http://icgsolutions.com/documentation.html.

2 LUX UI Overview
Figure 1 shows the major components of the LUX User Interface, which are described
below.

Figure 1 - Main LUX UI Components
1. Project Menu - Allows for creation, deletion, and modification of Projects, described in
Section 5.
2. Time Window Controls - Controls which Alert data is displayed in the Visualizations,
described in Section 2.1.
3. Visualization Selector, Search, and UI Menu - Selects which of the Visualizations are
shown: Alert List, Map, Timeline, or Chart. Search finds Rules by name and tag. UI Menu
provides various functions described in Section 7.
4. Rule Tree - Allows for creation, deletion, and modification of Rules.
5. Visualization - The currently selected Visualization
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2.1 Time Window Controls

Adjusting the Time Window changes which Alerts are displayed in the Rule Tree and on all
Visualizations. Only alerts created in the specified Time Window will be displayed. The
Autorefresh feature allows the User to pause/unpause new Alerts from coming in, allowing static
analysis of the current Alert set.

2.2 Rule Tree
The Rule Tree displays all Rules in the current project, organized into Rule Folders. More
detail about actions available from the Rule Tree are in Section 4.

3 Visualizations
LUX provides four Visualization options for analyzing Alerts: Alert List, Map, Timeline, and
Chart. Alerts selected using the Time Window Controls and Rule Tree checkboxes will be
displayed in the selected Visualization. The Map and Timeline Visualizations can be popped out
into new browser windows, allowing multiple Visualizations to be viewed at once.

3.1 Alert List
The Alert List provides a table of Alerts sorted by the time the Alert was generated
(temporal order). As with all Visualizations, only Alerts from selected Rules that fall within the
selected Time Window will be displayed. Figure 2 shows the components of the Alert List
Visualization, which are described in the following sections.
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Figure 2 - Alert List Components

3.1.1 List Controls
The table below describes the buttons in the List Controls panel.

Button

Description
Acknowledges all selected alerts. Unacknowledged alerts appear bold in the Alert
Table.
Exports all Alerts in the current page of the Alert Table (up to 100) to a CSV file.
Exports all selected Alerts to a CSV file.
Exports all Alerts in the current page of the Alert Table (up to 100) to a KML file.
Exports all selected Alerts to a KML file.
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Opens a live KML file which will be updated with new Alerts.
Deletes all selected Alerts.
Deletes ALL Alerts from selected Rules.

3.1.2 Display Style Selector

The Display Style Selector chooses the format in which to display the Alert. Web is the
default style, which applies formatting to the Alert to make it easier to read. KML allows for use
with mapping tools that support the format, e.g. Google Earth. JSON displays the raw Alert
information, typically used to paste into other tools or debug display issues. Email style is
typically similar to Web, and represents how the Alert will look in an email. System Administrators
can make changes to Web and Email styles to suit different use cases.

3.1.3 Email Button

The Email Button opens the above dialogue, which allows the selected Alert to be sent in
an email. If the Alert contains a geospatial location, the Include KML checkbox will attach a KML
file to the email representing the Alert’s location.
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3.1.4 Alert Table

The Alert Table shows the Alerts in temporal order. Alert titles by default are the name of
the Rule that triggered the Alert, but can be customized via the Rule Form. The Age column
shows how long ago the Alert fired. The Alert creation timestamp can be found in the LUX
Processed Date column. Columns can be customized using the drop-down menu which appears
when you hover over any column as shown below.
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3.1.5 Alert Display

The Alert Display shows the details of a selected Alert, which typically include the original
triggering Event(s) and various metadata. The Display Style Selector and corresponding Display
Template (set up by a System Administrator) controls the look-and-feel of the resulting Alert.

3.1.6 Row Count Control

The Row Count Control sets the number of Alerts to be displayed in a single page of the
Alert Table. Default valid values are 1 to 100. The number of Alerts input here will also dictate
how many Alerts are sent to the Map Visualization.

3.2 Map
The components of the Map Visualization are labeled in Figure 3, and described in the
following sections.
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Figure 3 - Map Components

3.2.1 Map Control Buttons

AOI Buttons allow for the creation of AOIs for use in Rules, see Section 6.

The Trash Can Button allows for the deletion of various elements from the current Map display;
this will not delete any data permanently.

The buttons shown above control the current Map Window view. The Zoom to Region button
allows the User to draw a region to view. The Auto-Pan and Auto-Zoom buttons toggle whether
the map automatically pans or zooms when a new Alert comes in.
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The Toggle Titles button controls whether or not Alert Titles are displayed on the Map Window.

The Map Server allows for the selection of a map tile provider.

The ‘Linked To Alert List’ drop-down menu allows for selection of the most recent subsets of
Alerts, ranging from the first 500 to the first 10,000.

3.2.2 Map Pop Out Button

The Map Pop Out Button allows the Map to be viewed in a separate browser tab (or on a
second monitor). The popped-out Map will still respond to changes in the Rule Tree and Time
Window, allowing multiple Visualizations to be viewed concurrently.

3.2.3 Resources Menu

The Resources Menu allows for the configuration of Map Layers, as well as AOI
management. Map Layers allow a subset of Entities to be displayed in their own layer of the Map,
which can be toggled on or off once created. Figure 4 shows the Layer Configuration dialogue
which allows a User to add a new Map Layer.
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Figure 4 - Layer Configuration
A Map Layer can be thought of as a standing query against the Entity database, which can
aid in separating Entities for visual analysis. Figure 4 shows the creation of a Layer, which can be
found under the ‘View Layers’ menu, that will contain all Vessel Entities whose name contains
“Foo”. The Test Layer Configuration button will run the query against the current Entity store and
return any results.

3.2.4 View Controls

The View Controls allow the Map Window to be panned and zoomed.
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3.2.5 Overlay Tree

The Overlay Tree allows for the selection of AOIs, Visualization Analytics (if any are
running), and Layers to display on the Map Window. If a Rule is selected in the Rule Tree that
contains an AOI, it will be automatically selected and displayed along with the Alerts.

3.2.6 Map Window

Displays the actual map tiles from the selected map server, Alert icons, and Layers.

3.2.7 Go To Location Field

Pans the map to be centered at the specified MGRS or latitude / longitude entered.

3.2.8 Expand Map Button

Contracts or expands the Overlay Tree to display more or less of the Map Window.
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3.3 Timeline
The components of the Timeline Visualization are enumerated in Figure 5, and described
in the following sections.

Figure 5 - Timeline Components

3.3.1 Expand / Collapse Folders Buttons
These buttons expand or contract all folders of Rules in the Timeline Rule Tree.

3.3.2 Timeline Window Control Buttons

The Alert Count Grouping menu allows the User to choose the grid size for the Timeline Window.
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The Change Detection Highlighting button opens a dialogue allowing the User to set preferences
for Timeline Window’s Alert coloring.

The Timezone Button allows the User to toggle between local and UTC timezones.

3.3.3 Timeline Pop Out Button

The Timeline Pop Out Button allows the Timeline to be viewed in a separate browser tab
(or on a second monitor). The popped-out Timeline will still respond to changes in the Rule Tree
and Time Window, allowing multiple Visualizations to be viewed concurrently.

3.3.4 Timeline Rule Tree

The Timeline Rule Tree is a subset of the main Rule Tree, showing only the rules from the
main Rule Tree that have been selected. The Timeline Rule Tree will line the rules up with the
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row in the Timeline Window that they correspond to. Expanding or contracting Rule folders in the
Timeline Rule Tree will change the Timeline Window accordingly.

3.3.5 Timeline Window

The Timeline Window displays the main content of the TImeline Visualization. Alerts from
each Rule are displayed along a row according to the time they were created. The time frame
chosen in the Time Window Controls will be the total time represented by the Timeline Window,
segmented into smaller time blocks depending on zoom level. Zooming is controlled both through
the Time Window Controls, clicking on blocks, and using the mouse scroll wheel.
Alert blocks have a number representing the number of Alerts that occurred in that section
of time. The blocks are color coded according to a rolling average, with green representing
normal activity, yellow indicating above average activity, and red representing far above average
activity. These levels can be modified using the Change Detection Highlighting dialogue.
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3.4 Chart

The Chart Visualization shows a line graph of Alerts per selected Rule in the time frame
selected by the Time Window Controls. Hovering over a Rule name on the legend will highlight
the corresponding line in the graph, and clicking on a Rule will toggle the display of that Rule in
the graph.

4 Rules
Rules run against the real time data streams in LUX and produce Alerts when their criteria
match. A Rule comprises a combination of administrative information, discovery parameters, and
alerting conditions established by a User to direct LUX discovery and reporting operations. Rule
Forms guide Users in creating various types of Rules ranging from simple to complex. Rule
Forms are designed for the most common discovery tasks associated with a use case. New Rule
Forms may be created as necessary by system administrators. There is no limit to the number of
Rules that LUX can run simultaneously in real time. A User may modify (edit) a rule at any time,
changes will be picked up by the LUX Engine within seconds.
The following sections outline the process of creating and managing Rules.

4.1 Rule Creation
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The Rule creation process begins with clicking the New Rule Button.

Choose the Rule Template that corresponds to the data you want to match against.

4.1.1 Metadata

The first section of the Rule form is metadata about the Rule, each field is described below.
Field

Description

Name

The name of this Rule

Icon

The Icon for this Rule on the Map and Alert List

Status

Toggle this Rule on or off

Description

An optional description of the rule

Tags

Optional comma separated terms used in Search to find this Rule

Alert Title Format

Format string for titles of Alerts produced by this Rule, default is the Rule’s
Name

Classification

If enabled, the classification of all information in this rule form (nothing to do
with the Events this Rule runs against)

Justification

If enabled, the justification for the selected Classification
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4.1.2 Match Properties

The bulk of the Rule creation form are match properties. All match properties specified in a Rule
Form must be satisfied in order for an Alert to be produced. Single fields can have multiple match
properties specified for it, the “OR/AND” drop-down menu will specify whether any or all of these
match properties must be satisfied to create an Alert, respectively.
Operator

Data Type

Description

=

String

Strings must be equal ignoring case

!=

String

Strings must not be equal ignoring case

>

String

String in event must be lexicographically greater than the
provided string

>=

String

String in event must be lexicographically greater than or
equal to the provided string

<

String

String in event must be lexicographically less than the
provided string

<=

String

String in event must be lexicographically less than or
equal to the provided string

contains

String

Provided string must be a substring of the event string

not-contains

String

Provided string must not be a substring of the event string

contains-similar

String

Provided string or a lexicographically similar string must
be substrings of the event string

not-contains-similar String

Provided string or a lexicographically similar string must
not be substrings of the event string

starts-with

String

Event string must start with the provided string

ends-with

String

Event string must end with the provided string

regex

String

Event string must match the provided regular expression

not-regex

String

Event string must not match the provided regular
expression

exists

String

This property must exist in the event, and not be blank

not-exists

String

This property must not exist in the event, or be blank

distinct

String

Will match once for each distinct value of this property for
as long as LUX is running.
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similar

String

Event string must be lexicographically similar to provided
string

not-similar

String

Event string must not be lexicographically similar to
provided string

lucene search

String

Operator follows lucene search standard syntax
convention.

wildcard

String

Use asterisk (*) to find any number of characters for a
position in an attribute value, and use question mark (?) to
wildcard the place of a single character.

not-wildcard

String

Inverse of ‘wildcard’.

equals

Number

Provided number must be equal to number in event

not-equals

Number

Provided number must not equal the number in the event

>

Number

Number in event must be greater than the provided
number

>=

Number

Number in event must be greater than or equal to the
provided number

<

Number

Number in event must be less than the provided number

<=

Number

Number in event must be less than or equal to the
provided number

exists

Number

Property must exist and be non-empty

not-exists

Number

Property must not exist or be empty

distinct

Number

Will match once for each distinct value of this property for
as long as LUX is running.

distinct range

Number

Will match once for each distinct value range of this
property for as long as LUX is running. Entered value will
be the size of the range. E.g. range value of 5 means that
each new value must be at least 5 away from a past value

4.1.3 Geospatial

Geospatial match properties operate against geo locations found in Events. Geospatial matching
options are described in the table below.
Operator
inside

Data Type
Geo

Description
The event must be geographically within the selected NAI
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outside

Geo

The event must be geographically outside of the selected
NAI

contains

Geo

A portion of the event must be geographically inside the
selected NAI

enters

Geo

The event must begin outside the NAI and travel into the
NAI

exits

Geo

The event must begin inside the NAI and travel out of the
NAI

crosses

Geo

The event must cross the through the border of the NAI

not-crosses

Geo

The event must not cross the through the border of the
NAI

Proximity Greater
Than

Geo

The event must be more than the specified distance from
the selected NAI

Proximity Less Than Geo

The event must be less than the specified distance from
the selected NAI

Distinct Area

Will match and alert once for each distinct area, as
specified by the distance and time parameters entered on
the Distinct Area line

Geo

4.1.4 Entity Matching

The Entity Matching section of the Rule Form (if enabled) will allow matching against Entities or
Relationships from the Entity Store. The table below describes the Entity match operators.
Operator

Data Type

Description

References

Entity

The event must contain the supplied Entity ID

exists

Entity

The event must contain an Entity ID

Non References

Entity

The event must not contain the supplied Entity ID

not-exists

Entity

The event must not contain an Entity ID
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4.1.5 Scheduling

The Scheduling section of the Rule form allows the User to configure a Rule to only run during
certain times of the day and/or days of the week.

4.1.6 Alerting

The Alerting section of the Rule Form specifies where to send Alerts being generated by this
Rule. Depending on the system configuration, the Alerting section may have a number of
different destinations to send Alerts.

4.2 Time Correlated Rules

Time Correlated (TC) Rules are a unique type of Rule that matches against Alerts from
other Rules, rather than Events (as normal Rules do). By stacking a Time Correlated Rule on top
of one or more normal Rules, the User is able to detect complex patterns and associations in the
Event streams. The fields of the Time Correlated Rule Form are described in the table below.
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Field

Description

When

Specifies the number of Alerts required for this Rule to fire. “At
least” means the specified number or more Alerts. “Less than”
means for this TC Rule to Alert when that less than the specified
number of Alerts has been created in the specified time frame.

From

Lists the Rules who’s Alerts this TC Rule will run against. Order can
be modified by the Up/Down Arrows that appear.

Within

Specified the time frame in which the conditions need to be met

Rules must fire … order

Specifies that Alerts must occur from Rules in the order listed in the
From section.

All rules must … (AND)

Specifies that at least one Alert from each Rule in the From section
must occur.

All rules must … common

Specifies a property that must appear in all Alerts (e.g. an ID), this
menu is configured per use case by system administrators

All alerts must … unique

Specifies a property must be unique between all Alerts, this menu is
configured per use case by system administrators

Proximity (meters)

Specifies that all Alerts must occur within a certain radius of each
other

4.3 Rule and Context Menus
The Rule and Context (right-click) Menus provides a number of options for managing Rules.

4.3.1 Rule Context Menu

The Rule Menu options are described in the table below.
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Item

Description

Import rule(s)

Imports a Rule File that has been exported by LUX
(typically a different instance)

Export selected rule(s)

Exports one or more selected Rules to a Rule File

Send selected rule(s) to other Project(s) Copies selected Rules to a different specified Project
Enable selected rule(s)

Enables the selected rules if they are currently disabled

Disable selected rule(s)

Disables the selected rules if they are currently enabled

Delete selected rule(s) and Folder(s)

Deletes all selected rules and folders

Clear selected notification(s)

Clears all Notifications on selected rules

New Folder

Creates a new Rule Folder

4.3.2 All Rules Context Menu

The All Rules context menu options which haven’t been previously described in this section are
described in the table below.
Item

Description

Send folder ‘All Rules’ to other Project(s) Sends all folders and all rules to a specified project

4.3.3 Rule Folder Context Menu
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The Rule Folder context menu options which haven’t been previously described in this section are
described in the table below.
Item

Description

Open properties for folder ‘Sample
Analytics’

Opens the Folder Properties dialogue, described
below

Watch Board colors change based on criteria set in the folder properties for each folder in
a project individually. Criteria is set based on alert count or unique object count thresholds within
a specified period of time. Any count that does not meet the threshold for a configured color will
display with a green color.

Field

Description

Name

The Folder name

Description

Optional description for the Folder

Include on Watch Board Whether to include this Folder in the Project’s Watch Board
Status Rule (RED)

Rule for turning this folder red in the Rule Tree and Watch Board
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Status Rule (YELLOW) Rule for turning this folder yellow in the Rule Tree and Watch Board

4.3.4 Rule Context Menu

The Rule context menu options which haven’t been previously described in this section are
described in the table below.
Item

Description

Duplicate rule ‘<rule name>’ Opens the New Rule form with all of the fields filled out as they are
in the selected Rule.

5 Projects
A project is a User-created environment for working collaboratively, writing and managing
rules, sharing information, and performing analysis. Each project may include multiple
participants, one User serves as administrator/manager of the project environment. The
administrator adds members to the project and designates them as either Participants or
Watchers. The administrator may also delete members from a project, set security access levels,
and make a Project’s output available for use in a Watch Board. Any number of rules may be
created within projects and are visible only to project members. Rules and/or rules output may be
shared with other projects.
The current project can be selected from the Project Drop-Down shown below, which lists
all Projects the currently logged-in User has access to.
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5.1 Project Creation and Editing

Use the Project Drop-down Menu to perform basic operations on Projects. When you create a
new Project or edit an existing one using the Project Menu, the New/Edit Project dialogue
appears. The following table describes the functions of the New/Edit Project dialogue.
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Field

Description

Name

The name of the Project

Description

Optional description of the Project

Watchboard Eligible

If checked, this Project’s Rule Folders can be used on Watchboards

Classification

If present, the maximum classification for all data contained in this
project (Rules, Alerts, etc.)

Creator

The User who created this Project

Created

The date this Project was created

Owner

The User with maximum permissions to change this Project, only the
current Owner can assign new ownership.

Access Control List

Controls which Users can see this project, and what Role they have.
Participants can modify Rules, Admins can modify Rules and Project
Settings, and Watchers can’t make changes but can view Alerts.

Associated Watchboards

Lists Watchboards which use Rule Folders from this Project

5.2 Project Entities
The Project Entity List dialogue can be accessed from the Project Menu.

5.2.1 Project Entity List
Users can add Entities to the Project from the Entity Store using the “Find Entities” button.
Entities that are added to the Project will appear in the Rule Form’s Entity Matching section.
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5.2.3 Entity Search

The Entity Search dialogue allows the User to query the Entity Store for Entities to add to
the Project. The query logic uses a subset of the operators and properties found on the Rule
Forms, details can be found in Section 4.

5.2.3 Entity Details
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The Entity dialogue shows a detailed view of the selected Entity as it appears in the Entity
Store. The Entity Details section shows all attributes about the Entity. The Relationship Diagram
shows connections between Entities identified by the LUX Engine. Selecting the Relationship
Level specifies the distance in the graph to travel to find relationships (i.e. degree of separation).

6 Areas of Interest (AOIs)
Areas of Interest (AOI), also referred to as Named Areas of Interest (NAI) allow for
geospatial matching in Rules.

6.1 AOI Creation

AOI Buttons on the Map allow for the creation of new AOIs by drawing with the shape
tools. After the new AOI is drawn, the New AOI dialogue opens. Descriptions of the New AOI
fields can be found in the table below.
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Field

Description

Name

The name for this AOI

Border

Border color to display on the map

Width

Width of the border

Fill

Fill color to display on the map

Description

Optional description for the AOI

Tags

Optional comma separated terms to aid in searching

Source

Where this AOI came from (AOIs can be imported by admins)

Managed

Whether this AOI is managed by an AOI administrator

Classification Classification for all information in this form
Shape Fields Different AOIs provide fields to fine-tune their shapes using exact coordinates and
measurements.

6.1 AOI Context Menu
The AOI Context Menu provides a number of operations to perform on AOIs, described in
the following table.
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Item
Open <AOI name>

Description
Opens the AOI for editing (same as New AOI dialogue)

View Change Log <AOI name> Shows the revision history of this AOI
View Access Log <AOI name> Shows a log of who have accessed this AOI, and by what
method
Export <AOI name>

Exports the selected AOI to XML, GeoJSON, or shapefile

Duplicate <AOI name>

Creates a duplicate AOI of the selected one

Create Collection

Creates a combined AOI out of 2 or more selected AOIs

Pan to <AOI name>

Centers the Map on the selected AOI

Remove <AOI name>

Deletes the selected AOI

7 Search and UI Menu
7.1 Search
The Search field brings up the Search Results dialogue shown below. Search finds Rules
whose Name, Description, or Tags match the entered terms. Results can then be filtered by
Project, Rule Form, or Tag.
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7.2 UI Menu
The Grid Button brings up the UI Menu, pictured below. The following table describes the
functions of the UI Menu.

Item
LUX: Administration

Description
Brings up the LUX Administration Page

LUX: AOI Administration Brings up the LUX: AOI Administration Page (see Section 8)
LUX: Watch Board

Brings up the LUX Watch Board (see Section 9)

Change Password

Enables a User to change their password

Help

Provides access to help slides

About

Details about the LUX version currently running

Logout (<username>)

Logs the User out of the system
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8 AOI Administration
Areas of Interest (AOI), also referred to as Named Areas of Interest (NAI) allow for
geospatial matching in Rules. The AOI Administration page allows for granular control over all
AOIs within a system, as well as monitoring of project and rule usage of the aforementioned AOIs.
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8.1 Managing AOIs
After an AOI has been selected, a user is able to view the project usage, rule usage, and
version history for the AOI. In addition, users are able to revert to prior versions of any given AOI.
Please reference section 6 for details on AOI creation.
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Item

Description
Edit the selected AOI
Overwrite the selected AOI with the newer version
View Access log for selected AOI
Shows or hides versions that include metadata changes.
Shows or hides versions that include geometry changes.

“Projects”

Drop down menu containing every project in the system. Selecting an individual
project will restrict the AOI list to only show AOIs within the given project

“References”

Lists any projects that are currently using the selected AOI

“Revert to this
version”

Reverts the AOI to the given version, thereby affecting any rules or projects that
were using the AOI.

9 Watch Boards
Watch Boards are used to automatically monitor situational awareness at all times. Users
set alert activity thresholds for status changes notifications. When thresholds are met, the
appropriate Watch Board cells change color, and Users are notified. Watch Boards cells can
contain Projects and/or other Watch Boards.
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9.1 Create or Edit Watch Board

The Manage Watch Boards option brings up the Create and Edit Watch Boards dialogue.
Functions of the Create and Edit Watch Boards dialogue are found in the following table.

Item

Description

Watch Boards

A tree of the existing Watch Boards and their constituent Projects and Watch
Boards

Name

The Watch Board name

Description

An optional description of the Watch Board

Security

Expanding this section brings up user and classification settings for the Watch
Board

Board Content / Adds Watch Board Cells to the Watch Board, which can be Projects or other
Add Cell
Watch Boards. Within a Project, any folder in project can participate in a Watch
Board. In the Rule Folder Context Menu, check “Include on Watch Board?” to
make all Rules in the Folder accessible to the watch board.
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